
                          Alexa Fong Drubay
                                  is a Master Trainer (CMT)
                                   of Laughter Yoga and 
                                   a Laughter Ambassador. 
                                  She trained in India with 
                                 the founder of  Laughter

                                  Yoga, Dr.Madan Kataria. 

She offers weekly laughter clubs 
in her community outside

 of Philadelphia.
https://www.meetup.com/

Laughter-Yoga-Club-Delaware-County-PA/
  
Alexa leads customized sessions to help
reduce stress, boost resilience and to foster
well-being for individuals and all types of
groups:
- young children (at schools, after school,
summer camps and mental health days 
  groups and camps)
- primary, middle and high schools
- older adults (at senior centers and in 
   senior communities)
- corporate groups
- healthcare professionals and staff at
  hospitals
- medical schools, colleges & 
   universities
- groups in recovery (cancer survivors
  and families, abuse victims, inmates, 
  combat vets, hospice groups and 
  others) 

 Available for conferences, retreats. 
 special events, trainings and 
 workshops

Alexa Drubay

Laugh more!

Kids enjoy laughing
in support of one another 

rather than at others.
We learn to connect joyfully and in
the process we open up our hearts

and build connection and
compassion.

HEALTHY LAUGHTER

Laughter Yoga
early childhood

www.laughteryogawithalexa.com
215 478 5669

Laughter Yoga is the perfect 
educational, motivational,

inspirational, fun and IMPORTANT
program for young minds!

Philly Parcs & Rec After School Programs

Adding laughter and playfulness in
the classroom and at camp can

improve the overall atmosphere and
learning environment ❣ 

When staff and children start 
their day and take breaks to breathe
deeply and laugh together,
significant improvements can be
observed. 

Some examples are:
Focus & attention increase
Confidence & self-esteem grow
Creativity is sparked
Bonding, team building,
collaboration, communication

      are enhanced
EI & SEL are expanded
IQ & EQ are enhanced
Students with LDs

      are helped

We choose to laugh
 for our health!

https://www.meetup.com/Laughter-Yoga-Club-Delaware-County-PA/


LAUGHTER YOGA 
TEACHES RESILIENCE.
Children are facing more stress 
and pressures at an early age.
If they don‘t know how to process
these feelings, it can develop into 
anxiety, depression, anger and 
overwhelm. 
Laughter Yoga encourages self care and is
empowering.We practice laughing during times
of stress, so that we can let go of potentially
negative feelings and instead,we learn valuable
de-escalation techniques to that we can “Stop,
breath, laugh and let go.“ This gives us time to
think of how we can react in a more positive
way. It offers us more clarity and allows us to
“cool down“ and figure out better solutions
rather than feeling out of sorts or worse. 

Laughter activates the brain’s dopamine
reward system and inspires goal motivation.
 It improves short-term retention as well as
long-term memory in students of all ages.

"Laughter Yoga reduces shyness and
improves social emotional learning. It
increases oxygen to the brain, improving
academic performance." Dr. Madan Kataria

What's happens during a laughter
session?
A typical  session includes laughter,
movement, singing, dancing, breathing
exercises, playfulness and stillness.  It
will be an up-lifting, energizing and
joyful experience, a great way to feel
more creative, experimental and free. 

When you laugh, you are in the
present moment and you forget your
problems. This laughter becomes a gift
to yourself and an excellent way to
connect with others. You will  learn
how to process life's challenges in a
more productive way.

Participants will discover more about
the Laughter Yoga Global Wellness
Movement- Laughter Yoga for Health,
Happiness and Peace.

A Powerful 3 Laughter Yoga is the
combination of three parts:
1) Laughter exercises (not based on
jokes or comedy)  Why wait for
something funny to happen?
2) Yogic Breathing exercises      
 (pranayama) Your diaphragm is your
best friend!
3) Mindfulness Meditation (Yoga
Nidra) Grounding and stabilizing.
There are no yoga poses.
Laughter Yoga is considered aerobic
exercise. You will burn calories!
Wonderful core exercises : )

Laughter Yoga History:
Dr. Madan Kataria started his first
laughter club in 1995. 
Today, Laughter Yoga is being
practiced in 120+ countries and at
thousands of laughter clubs.
Laughter Clubs are FREE,
non-political and non-religious.

Girlscouts earn their wellness badges!

Testimonials?
 http://www.laughteryogawithalexa.com
/testimonials


